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GUJARATI DEPARTMENT 

PO– PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

Student seeking admission for B.A. programme is expected to instill with following quality which help 

them in their future life to achieve the expected goals. 

 Realization of human values 

 Insight in to self 

 Sense of social service 

 Responsible and dutiful citizen 

 Critical temper 

 Creative ability 

PSO – PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 

After Completing Graduation from Gujarati Language and Literature, Students have 

enough confidence in writing and speaking skills in Gujarati. They have an enough ability to 

communicate inter personally and also in interview. Students have skill to recite poetry and 

prose with different tones and pitch as they are participating in drama elocution and singing 

their communication skill improves. Students are writing essays, poetry etc… so that they 

writing skill also improves. After reading and writing prose and poetry their imaginative power, 

Emotive thinking also improves.After completing Graduation students have the skill in creative 

writing. Students are able to reflect for literature in general and poetry in particular. Students 

got self confidence and self esteem to communicate in Gujarati. Students have many Options to 

Choose to carrier development. Print Media an electronic media are the best options for 

students. Since last 10 to 15 years the field of Translation is upcoming carrier choice for 

language literature students. Newspapers, Magazines, Journals, Periodicals need good 

Translators from English to Vernacular Languages.  Even City Civil Court, High Court and 

Corporate world also need translator. Other option is to become a School or college Teacher. 

Some students also take interest in Civil Service Exams, UPSC, and MPSC etc. Library Science is 

also one of the good choices for the Literature students.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

COURSE OUTCOME 

B.A.I DC-145102/ Ac-175102 ArvachinGadhyakruti 

 Understand and interpret the origin and development of prose and poetry. 

 Study the development of prose and poetry with reference to emotions, 

imagination, style, experiment and variations. 

B.A.I DC-145202 AnuditKruti 

 Study other language text with reference to translation. 

 Study the concept of comparative Literature in context with culture and Tradition. 

 Study nature, scope, process and problems of Translation. 

B.A.I DC-245302/ Ac-275202  Arvachin  Padhyakruti 

 Understand and interpret the origin and development of prose and poetry. 

 Study the development of prose and poetry with reference to emotions, 

imagination, style, experiment and variations. 

B.A.I DC-245402  Loknatya:Bhavai 

     Study the realation between folk culture and literature 

     Study the concept of folk drama bhavai. 

B.A.II DC-345502/AC 375302ArvachinGadhya(Natak) kruti 

 Study the text of the prose and poetry of independent era and post independent 

era. 

 Inculcate human values like Truth, Good, beauty, honesty, equality, fraternity, love 

etc 

 Study the new trend in language like style, technique and variation in prose and 

poetry. 

B.A.II DC- 345602 Madhyakalinyugno  Itihas 



 Study the history of Gujarati Literature of different era. Like medieval period, post 

colonial period, colonial period, Gandhi an era, post Gandhian period, modern era 

and post modern era. 

 Study different poets and prose writers with reference to the development of their 

contributions of Gujarati Literature. 

 

B.A.II DC- 445702/AC-475402ArvachinPadhya(Khand Kavya)  kruti 

 Study the text with reference to the development of Poetry. 

 Study the image, symbol and style of the give text. 

B.A.II DC- 445802 PandityugnoItihas 

 Study the history of Gujarati Literature of different era. Like medieval period, post 

colonial period, colonial period, Gandhi an era, post Gandhian period, modern era 

and post modern era. 

 Study different poets and prose writers with reference to the development of their 

contributions of Gujarati Literature. 

B.A.III-Sem-V-545902/Sem-VI-646302 KAVIYASHASTRA 

 Study the principles and perspective of poetics: both Indian and Western. 

 Study the contribution of critics and philosophers with reference to poetics. 

 Study different principles of poetics like symbolism, Imagism, Realism, Idealism 

etc….. 

B.A.III 541002/646402-Bhashshastra 

 Study the origin and different era in the development of language. 

 Study the nature, scope, and development of Gujarati language. 

 Study the phonetics and grammar of Guajarati language. 

B.A.III 546102 GandhiyugnoItihas 

 Study the history of Gujarati Literature of different era. Like medieval period, post 

colonial period, colonial period, Gandhi an era, post Gandhian period, modern era 

and post modern era. 

 Study different poets and prose writers with reference to the development of their 

contributions of Gujarati Literature. 

 Study different forms of Literature like short story, essay, drama, novel, poetry etc. 



B.A.III 646502 AnugandhiyugnoItihas 

 Study the history of Gujarati Literature of different era. Like medieval period, post 

colonial period, colonial period, Gandhi an era, post Gandhian period, modern era 

and post modern era. 

 Study different poets and prose writers with reference to the development of their 

contributions of Gujarati Literature. 

 Study different forms of Literature like short story, essay, drama, novel, poetry etc. 

B.A.III 546202 SampratsahityanaPravaho 

 Study the nature, scope and development of feminism with reference to text. 

 Study the dalitvad and dalit literature. 

 Study the stories of Dalit Literature.  

B.A.III 646602 Sahitya sanshodhan 

 Define and to study nature and scope of Research. 

      Study the researcher of Gujarati literature. 

 

 

 

 


